
 

Note from the presidents 

Spring trip  

   The YHS band’s spring trip was a great success — a simultaneous in-
troduction to New York City and the world of professional musicianship. 
The four-day April trip kicked off with a stop at the University of Dela-
ware for a pair of workshops with the university’s wind ensemble direc-
tor Michael Knight and jazz bands director Tom Palmer. Then onward to 
the Big Apple, where the band had the opportunity to go behind the  
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Home of the Patriots 

 

Dear Band Boosters and community, 

   It has been another amazing year with the Yorktown Bands, and we'd 
like to thank our director, Brian Bersh, for his tireless efforts to help his 
students grow, both as musicians and as people. Now finishing his sixth 
year at Yorktown, Mr. Bersh continues to diligently work to provide the 
best possible opportunities for students and ensembles. We look forward 
to hearing and seeing everything he has planned for next year. 
 
   Thank you to all of the students, especially graduating seniors, for shar-
ing your music with the Yorktown community. You have rehearsed 
morning, noon and night in numerous ensembles and in sectionals, prac-
ticed at home and worked so hard to give us the joy of music. Thank you! 
 
   Thank you, parents, for your unwavering support of the Yorktown band 
program. A program of this size and quality requires an army of behind-
the-scenes volunteers. In ways large and small, you have helped with 
tasks that are too numerous to list. You've responded to our emails, phone 
calls, and in-person requests and said yes. Thank you for being a part of 
the Yorktown Band Booster team. As one volunteer stated in summing up 
her experience, "All-in-all, we had an amazing time!" 
 
Marna Louis and Kim Brewer 
2016-17 Co-Presidents 
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   Ever wonder how a marching band program comes together? We 
recently discussed the process with Chris Sakowski, who arranged 
many of Yorktown's marching band and indoor drumline shows over 
the past decade. A nationally recognized adjudicator, clinician and 
arranger, Chris lives outside St. Louis, Mo., where he teaches orches-
tra and band in the Rockwood School District. 
 
Can you tell us a little bit about your musical background?   
   I started on percussion in 5th grade band at a middle school in West 
Michigan. I almost quit band in 8th grade because I thought that  I 
wanted to play football. The high school director came to my school 
and encouraged me to try band for one year at the high school, and once I did, I never looked back. I 
was instantly drawn to the family atmosphere that was created.  
 
   After high school, I started in a music program at a local college, eventually deciding to transfer to 
the University of Memphis. This is where I met JD Slaughter. We became fast friends, and eventually 
ended up becoming roommates.  
 
    Also in college, I was coaxed into trying out for a drum and bugle corps in Iowa called the Colts. I 
ended up marching there for four years in the drumline, teaching there for five more years and even 
met my wife there. If that wasn’t enough, I spent three years after that at the Bluecoats from Ohio, 
two years at the Crossmen from San Antonio, and three more years at the Cavaliers from the Chicago 
area. For many years, I thought of drum corps as just a cool outlet that I did in addition to my college 
music studies, but later looked back and realized that I had completed seventeen years of involvement 
in drum corps. I have never considered myself defined as a “drum corps person,” but I cannot deny 
that it has been a huge influence on every facet of my life.  
     
   My first contracted school teaching position was middle and elementary school strings for four 
years in the St. Louis area. It was an amazing experience, but I always felt the band world tugging at  
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   In February, YHS hosted Jazz at Lincoln 
Center’s Essentially Ellington regional high 
school jazz band festival for the fourth year. 
Seven area ensembles participated: Blues Alley 
Youth Orchestra, McLean High School, Fair-
fax High School, Albemarle High School, the 
National Jazz Workshop All-Stars, Briar 
Woods High School and, of course, Yorktown 
High School.  
 
   The festival, whose performances were open 
to the public, included feedback for the event’s 
 
                ELLINGTON CONTINUED ON PAGE 5 

Essentially Ellington 
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scenes for a variety of tours and clinics with music professionals. These included a stop at the DiMenna 
Center for Classical Music for a workshop with Johnstown Orchestra music director James Blachly. A 
singing and dancing session with Marymount Manhattan voice professor Stephen Purdy and Sean Patrick 
Doyle from the “Kinky Boots” cast was on the itinerary, as was a stage combat lesson with working fight 
directors from Swordplay. Finally, the ensemble had a jazz clinic with Todd Stoll, Director of Education 
for Jazz at Lincoln Center. 
 
   The group also found time to play tourist, taking in the new Broadway show “Charlie and the Chocolate 
Factory”; checking out the Lichtensteins and Warhols at the Museum of Modern Art; catching a matinee 
performance by the New York Philharmonic Principal Brass Quintet; and visiting the 9/11 Memorial Mu-
seum. They also made stops at Central Park, Times Square, Battery Park and the Staten Island Ferry. 
 
   Sound like a lot? It was. We owe a special thank-you to volunteer coordinator Marie Milnes-Vasquez for 
the many hours of behind-the-scenes organizing that helped make this logistically challenging trip a possi-
bility; to the staffers and parent chaperones who accompanied the group; and to the band members them-
selves, who received numerous compliments on their poise from the trip’s tour guides and clinicians. 
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me to come back. Since then I have 
taught high school and then middle 
school band for the past six years. My 
string teaching experience has come in 
very useful in full orchestra arrange-
ments that I have been working on the 
past few years.  
  
Were you in marching and/or percus-
sion ensembles in high school as well 
as college?  
   The kids at the high school I attended 
took a lot of pride in our marching band, 
but the very best players were even more serious about the jazz program. We did not have orchestra at 
our school, but some schools around us did. Somehow, I actually ended up participating in our local 
city youth symphony all four years that I was in high school. I honestly cannot remember how I ended 
up in the group, but those experiences were priceless to my development as a musician. We played 
amazing masterpieces like Pictures at an Exhibition, The Planets, The Rite of Spring, The Firebird 
Suite, etc. Going to those rehearsals and hearing those amazing mixtures of sounds live every week 
was very inspiring.  
  
   I did not know that I wanted to pursue music until the end of the marching season during my senior 
year of high school. The summer before that, our band went on a two-week tour of Europe where we 
performed in seven different countries, followed by an incredible marching season that was inspiring 
for all of us. In fact, several of us in that graduating class ended up pursuing music education and are 
band directors today.  
 
     When you’re creating a new program, do you start with the instrumentation and then chore-
ograph the movement to complement it? Or do you have visual elements in mind and go looking 
for music that works with what you want to see on the field?  
  
 With all of the various shows I have worked on in the past ten-twelve years, I do only the music side 
of things. There are many people who do both the music and staging/choreography for the pageantry 
arts. I have dabbled in designing the visual program a few different times, but eventually found my 
niche on the music side of things. As there are many people who do both the musical and visual design 
for their programs, I have found that very few are able to do both really well. The few that can do both 
at the highest level are truly amazing. 
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Questions? 

We’re on the web at Yorktownband.org 

Or contact 

YorktownBandArlington@gmail.com 

 2017-2018 Volunteers 

   Thank you to all the parents who've volunteered for 
Booster positions for next year. We still have a few 
openings to fill: Marching Band Uniform Fittings, 
Publicity, Senior Night and Jazz Festival Concessions. 
If you're interested in finding out more about one of 
these positions, please contact Marna Louis 
at marnalouis@gmail.com. Thank you! 
 

mailto:marnalouis@gmail.com
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Music honor societies 
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participating ensembles as well as section-specific clinics focused on 
playing in the Ellington style. This year’s adjudicators and clinicians 
were Jazz at Lincoln Center Orchestra lead trumpet Tatum Greenblatt; 
jazz pianist Jim Gasior from the New World School of the Arts; saxopho-
nist Byran Kidd, arranger/composer for the American Festival Pops Or-
chestra and U.S. Army Blues trombonist Matt Niess. 
 
   The festival’s evening concert was headlined by the U.S. Airmen of 
Note, and opened with a three-song set from outstanding band award-
winner Albemarle High School. Other winners included McLean High 
School for outstanding reeds; Albemarle for outstanding brass and 
rhythm sections; and three outstanding soloists, who won scholarships to 
George Mason University’s jazz camp.  

   Mr. Bersh recently spoke with Yorktown alumni Dylan Finnegan and Aaron 
Ovsiew about their experiences with music fraternities in college. Here’s what they 
had to say about what these organizations have to offer: 

   My organization's name is Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia, a male fraternity founded in 
1898 by Ossian Everett Mills. He wanted to advance music in America and support 
those who were unable to pursue music in their lives. He also wanted to create a group that brought peo-
ple together who had an appreciation for music, and for them to improve music facilities and perform 
music at places where it is not often heard or to those who are not well off. I found out about it through 
some friends in the college's big band which I had been a part of for a semester. Membership currently 
requires that anyone who wants to join be legally and medically male. However, the national fraternity 
is currently reviewing its national policy so that may change in the future.  Individual fraternities can 
have different policies as well. I have had the opportunity to sing while on the fraternity's Mills Music 
Missions, which are trips to perform music to people who are in need. We also are planning to benefit 
the Ewell Hall of music, as the organization has done in the past.  I would recommend this fraternity to 
anyone who likes music and would like to help share music and support it when and where it is in need. 
                                     
                                                                                        — Dylan Finnegan, William & Mary (YHS '15) 
 

   The name of my fraternity is Tau Beta Sigma National Honorary Band Sorority. 
This organization along with Kappa Kappa Psi is very present during the marching 
band season at UConn. Members frequently wore their letters and helped serve the 
band in many ways such as sewing and distributing uniforms as well as passing out 
meals at football games. I was invited to join the spring semester of my freshman 
year and I learned about the group I was about to join. Members that are affiliated 
(either with Tau Beta Sigma or Kappa Kappa Psi) are generally looked upon as 
leaders within the band. This does not mean that you have to be affiliated to be a 
leader, but it certainly helps. In addition, and more importantly, being in Tau Beta 

Sigma gives me many more opportunities to do service for the marching band, music department, and 
community at large. Being in a music fraternity or sorority allows you to serve a band or music depart-
ment in many different ways. It also provides an additional support system within the atmosphere of 
family that already exists within most bands. 
                                                                             — Aaron Ovsiew, University of Connecticut (YHS’13) 
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   With all of the various shows I have worked on in the past ten to twelve years, I 
do only the music side of things. For the fall of 2016, I wrote eight shows, and all 
of the schools operate differently from one another. With the more successful 
groups, like Yorktown, the show concept is devised by a person (or group of peo-
ple) who works out as many of the “effect” points beforehand as possible. For 
Yorktown’s fall productions, Brian Bersh is the driving facilitator of the concept, with feedback from JD 
Slaughter and the rest of the team. Since I live so far away, and have very young children, it is often chal-
lenging for me to participate fully in these discussions. Typically, Mr. Bersh has sent me the overall time-
line for the show and the musical selections and then I arrange the music. I am often given visual effect 
moments to try to build into and out of the music I am given. When I finish the show, it is then sent to the 
drill writer and guard choreographer to be completed visually. As they dig into the design, I sometimes 
have to make adjustments to the musical score to help them develop visual moments. This is a pretty typ-
ical version of the process I have worked through when writing for various schools across the country.  
  
   When writing for the indoor program, JD and I typically communicate much more often about the 
theme, but in general, he creates the concept each year. It is his vision that I work to bring to life musical-
ly, while helping to facilitate the visual moments that we create during the planning process. We realized 
the other day, while speaking on the phone, that this is my eleventh year working for and writing for 
Yorktown. At this point, there are many aspects of the design that we do not even have to communicate 
about anymore. When I am writing, I often work to create moments musically that lend themselves well 
to various staging ideas and choreographed moments. JD picks up on those moments often on his first 
listen to and viewing of the score, and he makes the visual moment happen! 
  
      A lot of marching band programs have very traditional themes, but you seem to favor more ab-
stract ones.  
   Again, in general Mr. Bersh and JD are driving the original design ideas and even pick the music. I am 
pretty comfortable with arranging both more “classical” music, and newer-sounding music. Early on in 
my arranging, I made a strong effort to keep the intent of the original composer intact. However, often I 
found that those arrangements did not end up being as competitive as I hoped. With my involvement with 
the various drum corps listed earlier, I realized that the concept, or theme, of the show takes priority over 
the structure of the original work. When I embraced that idea, I felt that my arranging was set free to cre-
ate whatever was needed to support the overarching theme. Sometimes the original pieces still  
sound the same, but not always.     
                                                                                                               SAKOWSKI CONTINUED ON PAGE 7  
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 New arrivals 

   Many thanks to the Parent Teacher Association, which recently pur-

chased a new keyboard and cymbals and accessories for the band program; 

the Band Boosters, which purchased a new clarinet; and Arlington Public 

Schools, which plans to purchase a new concert tuba, bass clarinet and 

marching baritone! 

   Kudos to everyone for a fun and delicious afternoon at April’s 
Sixth Annual Chili Cook-off in. Special thanks to Joyce Kyle for 
organizing the event, Diane Small and Kristin Wine for designing 
the T-shirts, Marie Milnes-Vasquez for lining up volunteers, and 
everyone who helped set up, clean up, bake and make chili! 
Thanks also to the students who provided the awesome musical 
entertainment and everyone who entered the competition —  hats off to this year’s winning chili cooks. A 
final thank you to Mr. Bersh for starting this fantastic Yorktown Band tradition. People are already talking 
about the Seventh Annual Cook-Off! 

Chili cook-off 
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How do you approach a discipline that's so multi-dimensional? 
    I think about that all of the time. I think the fun of creating for this activity is trying to crack that 
code. From the music design perspective, I just try to make sure that there are windows of time creat-
ed for the visual designer to create something really cool that I haven’t even thought of. By subtract-
ing some sections from the musical texture for 16-32 counts in a phrase, the visual designer can then 
better use those performers to create something cool visually to support what’s being played some-
where else on the field. Sometimes with the indoor percussion I’ll write something for the battery that 
plays off something like dotted quarter note patterns that lends itself well for JD to add body move-
ment to accentuate what’s happening musically.  
 
How often are you able to get out and see performances of your work?  
   I wish that I could see more rehearsals and performances of the groups that I write for. I work hard 
to try to balance my life in a way where my wife and kids come first. So if I write eight shows and try 
to go to a minimum of one rehearsal and one performance for each school, then all of the sudden I am 
taking on too much. Unfortunately, it did not work out for me to see the group this past fall or this 
winter. I like to stay involved in this activity as much as possible, so for me at the moment, that means 
collaborating with schools to write these shows and judging marching competitions a few times a 
year. I constantly ask schools that I write for to send me recordings, videos and even judges tapes so 
that I can keep up with the progress, but also continue revising my approach for the next year.  
  
    In closing, I want to say that it has been an honor working for Yorktown for the past 11 years.  I 
can’t believe that it’s been that long! Every time that I have visited and attended rehearsals, the kids 
have always made me feel welcome and a part of the family. Even from 800 miles away, I always felt 
like part of the team and am thankful for these experiences.  



Congratulations, band seniors!  
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Jaquan Andrews, Virginia Commonwealth University, Jazz Studies 

David Blakeslee, George Mason University, Criminology 
Claire Bullard, University of Delaware 

Sophia Bullard, McGill University 
Ben Celestino, William & Mary, Government 

Joe Cederholm, Texas A&M 
Matteo Dristas, University of Michigan, Computer Science 

Kevin Engel, Virginia Tech, Physics 
Megan Greico, University of Virginia, Biomedical Engineering 
Thomas Hassett, James Madison University, Music Education 

Kyle Herman, Virginia Commonwealth University 
Will Hesslink, Louisiana State University, Music Education 

Emily Jensen, Pennsylvania State University, Education 
Khin Kyaw, University of Virginia 

Thomas Levine, Virginia Commonwealth University, Music Industry 
William Miller, Christopher Newport University, Computer Science 

Andrea Moye, George Mason University, History 
Daniel O’Connor, Bennington College, Composition and Ethnomusicology 
Erin Patton, American University, International Relations and Journalism 

Emma Pivetta, George Mason University, Jazz Studies 
Yancey Sanchez, Texas A&M, Mechanical Engineering 

Henry Sault, Virginia Tech, Business Information Technology 
Charlie Scarborough, Kenyan College, English 

Jody Shebchuk, University of Central Florida, Music Education  

End note  

   It was an absolute pleasure to have 
Dr. Pasi conduct the ensemble for 
our spring concert. In the course of 
my tenure with the Yorktown Band, 
he has been unwavering in his sup-
port of our student musicians. For 
the last six years, he was a constant 
presence in the classroom, catching 
our daytime rehearsals and always 
stopping in for special guest perfor-
mances. His philosophy of respect 
for all set the tone for the culture of 
the school, and he will be missed. 
We wish him the best as he tackles 
new adventures! 

                                  — Brian Bersh 


